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There are girls who love a man if beauty a-
Some girls praise Caruso's voice, they say it's a

lone in his -
Not for me, I cannot see these
miracle;
When I praise your singing their re-

modern Adonis,
Some girls fancy
marks are satirical;
Every person
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men of brains, And to praise them take great pains, to his choice, I don't like men with a voice;

I confess that brains means nothing to me. I wonder strange but true, I'd rather listen to you. I wonder

Refrain.

Why it is — I love to look at you,
Why it is — that when you sing a song,
Why it is — that when you sing a song,
Why it is — I love to look at you,
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I can't imagine why, I only know I
That I can stop and look and listen all day
That I can stop and look and listen all day
I can't imagine why, I only know I
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clined my taste to guy
you try notes too high
whole darned bunch of keys,
on your lightest word,
Still I can
Un-ter ri-
it is a
Just like the

linger, gaze and sigh, I wonder why.
fled I still stand by, I wonder why.
noise that seems to please, I wonder why.
serpent charms the bird, I wonder why.

Why it is why.
Why it is why.
Why it is why.
Why it is why.
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It Wasn't My Fault
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And I Am All Alone
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